You walk into the stately library on island and ask for something by Melville. “Do we really think that’s a wise choice?” asks the librarian. She hands you many slips of paper and tells you to sort it out. Frustrated, you count to ten and begin.
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ACE  ADJ  ALL  ALO  ALY  AMB  ANE  ASS  ATI  BRA  CGE  CHI  DSO
ECU  ELL  ENE  ERF  ERM  ERR  ERS  FAS  GEM  GYI  HHI  HIL  HIS
HUM  IAT  ICA  ICA  ICP  ILI  ION  IRE  ISC  ITO  KIN  LLA  MER
MET  NCH  NER  NIT  NIZ  NSI  NTT  NVE  OLO  ONM  ORP  OSO  OSS
OTH  OUS  PHY  PLA  RAL  RGA  RIE  RTE  RYG  SAT  SCL  SLA  SOC
SOU  STO  TES  THA  TIN  TIN  TIO  TON  TOR  URC  URG  USA  USE
USI  YCH  YOF  LE